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Auf der Suche nach reiner Luft, Ruhe und ländlicher Kultur
in den Bergen: Ein neuer Lebensstil für Chilenen?

1. Introduction

Moss (2006) defined amenity migration as the
movement of people to places, permanently or
part-time, principally because of the actual or per-
ceived higher environmental quality and cultur-
al differentiation of the destination. The transla-
tion of the term amenity migration into German,
suggested by Perlik (2007) who calls it “Wohl-
standswanderung” (affluence migration), makes
clear that the experience of amenity migration is
closely linked with the upper and middle classes

and depends on a certain standard of life. This
is why McIntyre argues that amenity migration
is part of (postmodern) lifestyle mobility (see his
contribution to this ERDE issue), and we follow
his argumentation in this article. Amenity migra-
tion is motivated by the search for new lifestyles
and may be seen as a new form of lifestyle mo-
bility. Including long-distance commuters, sec-
ond home owners, retirees and economically in-
dependent dwellers, it is located within the con-
tinuum of suburbanisation, periurbanisation and
exurbanisation. It may take on the forms of de-

The paper analyses the legal framework as well as the distribution and spatial structure of
amenity migration in Chilean mountain regions (Cordillera de la Costa, Cordillera de los Andes)
and the trend within recent decades. It presents two case studies in the two main mountain
ranges. Based on qualitative data (expert interviews) it also deals with neighbourhood relation-
ships and conflicts between migrants and the local population. The paper ends in an assessment
of the economic and social consequences of the new residential parks which are mainly made up
of large lots of more than 5,000 m², called parcelas de agrado (pleasure lots).
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finitive migration and circular mobility. The
former suburbanisation was to a certain degree
also motivated by the amenities of a green and
healthy environment. What is new are the long
distances between the locations affected by
amenity migration, the surrender of urbanity and
the predominant demand for the realisation of a
completely new lifestyle, realised in rural areas.

This phenomenon has recently been analysed in
various mountain regions of the world (see the
contributions in Moss 2006). Case studies con-
ducted in Costa Rica (Chaverri 2006) and Argen-
tina (Otero et al. 2006) show that the phenome-
non of amenity migration has already reached
Latin America. While the Argentinean example is
characterised by a long-distance movement, most-
ly of migrants from the capital, some 2,000 km
away, the Costa Rican case makes clear that there
is also an amenity migration flow towards the peri-
urban mountain communities in the vicinity of the
capital, at a distance of only 10 km. If we follow
Chaverri’s argument (2006) amenity migration has
two dimensions: It may occur as a special case of
sub- and periurbanisation, but it also may appear
as a form of exurbanisation. In this understand-
ing amenity migrants may be migrants in the tra-
ditional sense, but also commuters. However,
amenity commuters differ from “normal” commut-
ers in that they do not commute on a daily but on
a periodic base (some days in a week or month).

Thus the range of motives for migration has ex-
panded in postmodern times. Formerly essential-
ly caused by economic or political pressure in the
regions of origin, migration nowadays is often
motivated by opportunities to follow one’s own
lifestyle in an appropriate natural and cultural en-
vironment in order to improve the individual qual-
ity of life and to adopt new lifestyles.

In this respect it is interesting to study the Chile-
an case. In 1973 Chile abandoned the former eco-
nomic doctrine of import substituting industriali-
sation (ISI) replacing it by export orientation and

opening the country to the world market
(Schnitzer 2001). Thus globalisation has been
going on for about 35 years in Chile. There are
quite a large number of disadvantages to this
development that cannot be discussed in this
paper, but without doubt the standard of life has
increased remarkably. Extreme poverty has been
eradicated almost completely, and Chile’s eco-
nomic indicators – compared with other Latin
American countries – identify its leading position
on the subcontinent. Despite the striking econom-
ic progress, however, the gap between the upper
and lower classes has widened and the search for
security has led to new forms of socio-spatial
segregation (Borsdorf and Hidalgo 2008a). The
rise of gated communities is primarily a result of
this new trend towards socio-spatial segregation,
but since many of the walled urban quarters are
oriented towards leisure activities, equipped with
golf, tennis or water sports facilities, they may be
regarded as “lifestyle communities”.

In this context the increase of amenity migra-
tion in the last two decades may be interpreted
as a logical continuation of this development
and as a new dimension of social segregation.
During the ISI period, the cities were divided
into two main parts: the “rich city” and the “poor
city”. With emerging globalisation this pattern
changed into a more and more fragmented one
which can be described as “micro-segregation”
(Sabatini 1998). But the fact that the rich in-
creasingly look for new residences outside the
urban areas and are buying property on former
agricultural land in the countryside, the so-
called parcelas de agrado (pleasure lots), of
more than 5,000 m² each, cannot be explained
by micro-segregation. It is a new form of macro-
segregation which takes place not in an inner-
urban context, but in the context of an urban-
rural relationship (Borsdorf et al. 2007).

This phenomenon has not yet been analysed in
Chile. However, some authors have dealt with the
phenomenon as “post-suburbanisation” (Esco-
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lano and Ortiz 2005, Hidalgo 2005). A new study
has shown that although such trends may
emerge in the future, at the moment developments
in Chile are still characterised by periurban proc-
esses (Borsdorf and Hidalgo 2008b). So the lead-
ing questions for our research were: What are the
characteristics of amenity migration in the Chilean
metropolitan areas of Santiago and Valparaíso?
When did this process start? How intense is it?
What are the driving forces? Can Chilean amen-
ity migration be regarded as a contribution to
sustainable regional development?

2.  Methodology

This paper is based on field work in two case study
areas. These areas were selected because of the
intensity of pleasure lot development in recent
decades and because they offer quite distinct
“amenities”. The study is based on an analysis of
data from national Chilean statistics (2002), on
mapping data (via GPS, flyovers and GIS), and on
expert interviews with mayors, developers and real
estate agents. As the field work was carried out in
February 2008 it was not possible to interview the
amenity migrants themselves, as this month is the
main holiday time in Chile and most of the owners
are absent. This attitude is quite frequent in Chi-
le, not only among the amenity migrants. During
the hot season all persons who can afford it spend
their vacation in the Southern regions of Chile, in
Florida (USA) or in other destinations.

The study is based on the model of “push and
pull” factors (Lee 1972). We are well aware that
this model is quite hypothetical and does not
claim a theoretical value. Nevertheless, it permits
an approximation to the phenomenon and is of-
ten used in studies on amenity migration (see
Moss 2006). Following Moss (2006), we analyse
the key motivators and facilitators. Our final as-
sessment will provide insight into the opportu-
nities and risks of amenity or lifestyle migration
for sustainable regional development in Chile.

3. The Legal Framework and its Consequences

A precondition for the rise of pleasure lots in
the Chilean countryside was the passing of the
“DFL 3516” act in 1980 which changed the sys-
tem of rural land division. Former legal restric-
tions aimed at preventing the fragmentation of
farmland did not allow land to be split up into
plots smaller than 8 ha. In 1980 this was changed
to a plot size limit of only 0.5 ha.

The new act led to an enormous surge in the divi-
sion of former farmland, as many urban citizens
bought lots of 5,000 m² to build new houses. Be-
tween 1994 and 2002, more than 380,000 ha of farm-
land were designated as residential area in the
Metropolitan Region of Santiago de Chile. All over
Chile “pleasure lots” were offered to new dwell-
ers; and, increasingly, amenity-rich regions, even
those further away from urban centres, experi-
enced an influx of residents, essentially from the
centres of the larger agglomerations. The amenity
or lifestyle migration had begun.

4.  The Case Study Areas

The central zone of Chile is dominated by two large
urban agglomerations: the Metropolitan Region of
Santiago (with a population of 5.5 mill. inhabitants)
and the Metropolitan Area of Valparaíso/Viña del
Mar (with a population of 1.2 mill. inhabitants). San-
tiago is located in the tectonic depression (Valle
Central) between the Cordillera de los Andes, which
rises to 6,900 m asl, and the Cordillera de la Costa,
which rises to almost 2,400 m. Valparaíso and Viña
del Mar are coastal cities, separated from the rest
of the country by the coastal range (Fig. 1).

The two case studies to be analysed are Maipo
valley (Cajón del Maipo), with its central town of
San José del Maipo (with a population of 13,400
in 2002), about 40-50 km from the city centre of
Santiago, at an altitude of about 960 m in the High
Cordillera, and Olmué (population 14,100 in 2002),
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Fig. 1 Location of the case study areas (Database: Landsat ETM + scene, USGS, Source: Global Land Cover Facility
(GFCF), www.landcover.org; Cartography: K. Heinrich)  /  Lage der Fallstudiengebiete (Landsat ETM +
Scene, USGS, Quelle: Global Land Cover Facility (GFCF), www.landcover.org; Kartographie: K. Heinrich)

a central town on the western slope of the coastal
range, located at a distance of about 80 km from
the centre of Santiago and 50 km from the centre
of Valparaíso, at an altitude of about 300 m.

It must be said that these distances to the met-
ropolitan core are within the limits of the “urban
field” defined by Dahms (1998) and mentioned
by McIntyre (2009). In both cases the commut-
ing time from the homes of amenity migrants to
the city centre or the business districts of the
metropolitan area. Although these are not exam-
ples of the “classic phenomenon of amenity or
lifestyle migration” into the far rural areas

(McIntyre 2009), it can, however, be demonstrated
that the rise of pleasure lots in the Chilean case
study areas cannot be interpreted as a phenome-
non of suburbanisation. In a first step, the two case
studies may be compared as shown in Table 1.

5.  Amenities in the Case Study Areas
as Pull Factors for In-Migration

5.1  Olmué

Olmué has Mediterranean mountain scenery. La
Campana Peak, which Charles Darwin climbed,
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rises 1500 m above the valley, giving the town a
character comparable to the mountains of Italy,
Greece or Spain. The vegetation is Mediterranean
and changes with altitude. The endemic Chilean
palm tree (Jubaea chilensis) even adds a certain
tropical touch to the region (Photo 1). Another
endemic plant is Roble de Santiago (Nothofagus
macrocarpa). The granite rocks show marvellous
weathering forms like rounded core stones and
spectacular tor formations. The Biosphere Reserve
has an excellent infrastructure and offers ranger-
guided tours for different levels of skill and experi-
ence (Elórtegui and Moreira 2002).

The climate is moderate-Mediterranean, with a
distinct mountain influence. The summers are dry
and warm (up to 30°C at noon), but with pleas-
antly cool nights (down to 18°C). Thunderstorms
are rare, precipitation occurs mostly in the win-
ter; while there is hardly any frost in the valley,
heating may be necessary at times. The region
is well known for its healthy microclimate, which
alleviates the effects of rheumatism, arthritis and
thorax problems. The region is regarded as one
of the orchards of Chile.

Tourism at Olmué started in 1956, when a German
family settled there and opened a small hostel
which today is a 5-star hotel. The current tourist
infrastructure includes both very good and me-
dium-quality hotels (most of which have swim-
ming pools and offer wellness treatments), mo-

tels, cabins, various restaurants, souvenir shops, a
tourist information centre, a mountain lodge, a well-
equipped national park, horse riding, bike rentals, a
public swimming pool with picnic facilities and other
picnic grounds. Once every year a festival with
rodeo and other folklore events attracts many vis-
itors. Olmué’s history dates back to 1612, when the
regent Mariana de Osorio donated the territory to
the native Picunche tribe. There are some historical
monuments, such as a colonial church and the pil-
grimage church Niño de Dios (Venegas 2000).

5.2 Maipo Valley

San José, the central town in Maipo valley, is lo-
cated in high mountain scenery (Photo 2). It was
founded as late as 1792, in connection with near-
by silver mines. The church, the ex-Sanatorio de
Laennec and the railway station, listed as a na-
tional monument, point to the rich history of the
place. However, in contrast to Olmué, amenity mi-
gration has spread through the entire valley, on
the basis of its natural amenities: the running
waters of the river, the overwhelming mountain
views and the moderate climate, cooled by the
mountain winds that ensure fresh mornings and
evenings; in addition, there are the options for
mountaineering in summer and skiing in winter.

Tourism dates back to the late 19th century, when
the first grand hotel opened, and was intensified

Tab. 1 A general comparison between Maipo Valley and Olmué
Ein allgemeiner Vergleich zwischen Maipo Valley und Olmué

Maipo Valley Olmué 

High mountain scenery  Mediterranean mountain scenery 

Amenity migration started earlier (about 1975) 
Amenity migration is quite new (since 1992, 
with a certain acceleration since 2002) 

Natural and cultural amenities Landscape and climatic amenities 

Amenity migration is not organised 
Amenity migration is partly organised by land 
and real estate developers 
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with the construction of the (military) railway in
1906, which could be used by the general public
on weekends. The tourism infrastructure is even
better than in Olmué. Different categories of ho-
tels, 14 three-star and four-star, one five-star
grand hotel, cabins, seven camping grounds pro-
vide accommodation, 11 high-quality restaurants,
some mountain huts, rafting and fishing oppor-
tunities, tennis and swimming pools, guided
tours in the 3,000 ha El Morado Park leading up to
a glacier, a lake and hot springs serve as further
attractions. Another three hot springs are acces-
sible nearby. Yet another 3,600 ha natural reserve

(Cascada de las Animas) offers hiking and scenic
views. The symbolic value of the Maipo Valley
tradition can be inferred from perusing the online
edition of the Dedal de Oro journal (http://
www.dedaldeoro.cl). The ski resort of Lagunillas
has 13 ski-runs and three ski-lifts, skiing instruc-
tion, good restaurants and hotels.

6.  The Driving Forces of Amenity Migration

Any migration is a result of driving forces which can
be differentiated into push and pull factors. The

Photos 1 and 2 Scenery in Olmué region (left) and in Maipo Valley (right). High mountain amenities in the
Cajón del Maipo (right) and mountains and a Mediterranean climate in the Olmué region
are the main attractions for amenity migrants from Santiago de Chile. Photos: A. Borsdorf
Landschaftsbild in der Umgebung von Olmué (links) und im Cajón del Maipo (rechts). Die
Hochgebirgslandschaft des Cajón del Maipo (rechts) und Berge und das mediterrane Klima
im Raum Olmué bilden die wesentlichen Anziehungsfaktoren für „amenity“-Migranten aus
Santiago de Chile. Photos: A. Borsdorf
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amenities of the target regions certainly act as pull
factors. The push factors can be found in the natu-
ral and social environments of the amenity migrants’
regions of origin, i.e. the metropolitan area of San-
tiago for Maipo Valley and both Santiago and Val-
paraíso/Viña del Mar metropolitan areas for Olmué.
The metropolis of Santiago may be regarded as the
most polluted capital of Latin America, above all by
smog, especially in winter inversion conditions. In
addition, traffic noise and dense urbanisation may
be regarded as push factors driving out-migration
(see also: Plaza Chacón 2009; for the intensity of
pollution: Romero and Toledo 2000).

The metropolitan area of Valparaíso/Viña del Mar,
due to its location on the coast, does not suffer
from smog, but here it is the frequent fogs caused
by cold sea waters which reduce the quality of life.
Noise and traffic jams, and long travel times are
further push factors. In order to diminish traffic
congestion, private corporations have even start-
ed to construct private highways, only accessi-
ble to the citizens of the new gated cities in the
north of Santiago (Borsdorf and Hidalgo 2008c).

The most important push factors also include high
crime rates, lack of public safety and, above all, the

Photo 3 Condominios in Santiago de Chile. Smog, noise, density and standardised architecture characterise
living conditions in the Santiago agglomeration. Photo: A. Borsdorf  /  Condominios in Santiago
de Chile. Smog, Lärm, Dichte und die einförmige Architektur kennzeichnen die Lebensbedingungen
im Agglomerationsraum von Santiago. Photo: A. Borsdorf
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standardised and dense urbanisation (Photo 3).
When globalisation penetrated the real estate mar-
ket, family dwellings were offered mostly by in-
ternational real estate developers and in a very
standardised architectural form. Individual-style
dwellings have almost completely been replaced
by these prefabricated houses in gated commu-
nities. The alternative is living in one of the high-
rise apartment buildings, but there the options for
individualisation are even more limited.

The conditions for amenity migration in the Chil-
ean case may be summarised as follows: Invest-

ment costs are high and can only be met by the
rich. Car ownership is not really necessary as fast
public transport exists, but having a car makes
things easier. Drinking water and electricity are
provided by the developers but, as rural infrastruc-
ture prevails, waste water treatment has to be pro-
vided by the individual residents.

7. The Built Environment of Amenity Migrants

Two different forms of amenity settlements can
be found in the case study areas: ‘condominios’

Photo 4 Advertisement for Condominio lots in Olmué. Security, sports facilities, quality of life and playgrounds
for children: the striking arguments for in-migrants to buy pleasure lots in the condominium “Los Altos
de Olmué”. Photo: A. Borsdorf  /  Werbung für Condominio-Grundstücke in Olmué. Sicherheit,
Sportanlagen, Lebensqualität und Kinderspielplätze: die überzeugenden Argumente für die Zuwanderer
zum Kauf von „Spaßgrundstücken“ in der Wohnanlage „Los Altos de Olmué“. Photo: A. Borsdorf
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(gated communities) and ‘parcelas de agrado’
(pleasure lots). The latter may be insular or organ-
ised in condominio-like amalgamation.

Condominios are developed by real estate agen-
cies; they remain the owners of the land except
for the individual plots of land of the house own-
ers (Hidalgo and Borsdorf 2005). This makes it
legally possible to surround the lots with a fence
and to exclude them from public space. In Santia-
go and Valparaíso/Viña del Mar the condomini-
os are characterised by standardised architecture,
whereas in the Maipo and Olmué regions the de-
velopers allow the construction of houses by in-

dividually chosen architects. Another difference
is the size of the lot: Within the agglomerations,
even in high-quality gated communities, the lot
normally does not exceed 300 m².

The only option to escape these restrictions is
to purchase a “parcela de agrado” (pleasure
lot). Chilean law (DF 3516 Act of 1980) does not
allow the division of rural land into units of less
than 5,000 m², but allows an individual residence
on such a parcela. This is the reason why large
amounts of formerly rural land were urbanised
(Borsdorf et al. 2007). There are some isolated
5000 m² pleasure lots, but most lots are devel-

Photo 5 Pleasure lots in Olmué. Former agricultural land was divided into lots of 5000 m2 each. There are still
lots available for many more amenity migrants.  Photo: A. Borsdorf /  „Spaßparzellen“ in Olmué.
Landwirtschaftliche Flächen wurde in Parzellen von je 5000 m2 aufgeteilt. Für viele weitere amenity-
bezogene Zuwanderer sind noch Grundstücke erhältlich. Photo: A. Borsdorf

Axel Borsdorf
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Eingefügter Text
Großflächige Parzellierung in Olmué. 
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Fig. 2 Migration flows from Santiago to Olmué and Maipo Valley, 1997-2002. Cartography: R. Hidalgo
Zuwanderung von Santiago nach Olmué und in das Maipotal 1997-2002. Kartographie: R. Hidalgo

oped by real estate companies as part of a larg-
er complex (Photo 4).

However, the construction of the house is always
commissioned by the owner of the lot. In many
cases the developers offer fencing and the instal-
lation of security systems (entrance portal, 24 h
guard) to the parcela park which means that they
may be regarded as “de facto condominios” in
contrast to the “condominios by law” (Photo 5).

8.  Intensity and Dynamics

Available data only allow an estimate of the state
of the in-migration in 2002, giving a good snap-

shot of the situation in Maipo Valley, but an in-
sufficient one for Olmué, as the main influx of
amenity migration there only started in 2002 with
the consolidation of the motorway Cuesta La
Dormida and the establishment of a bus system
linking Olmué with Santiago. Travel time from Ol-
mué to Santiago was reduced from 4 to 1.5 hours,
and 2002 marked a rush on landed property in
Olmué. It can easily be shown that almost all
pleasure lots have been developed since then.

Even so, from 1991 to 2002, 1,253 people had
already moved to Olmué (see also Fig. 2). The
number of daily commuters, for business or
educational purposes, to Santiago was 64 in
2002, while 346 commuted to Valparaíso/Viña

Axel Borsdorf
Durchstreichen

Axel Borsdorf
Durchstreichen

Axel Borsdorf
Notiz
Kartographie ist in der Karte vermerkt, die Karte wurde von K. Heinrich völlig neu erstellt. 
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Fig. 3 Hotels and pleasure lots at Olmué 2008 (Cartography: K. Heinrich)
Hotels und „Spaßparzellen“ in Olmué 2008 (Kartographie: K. Heinrich)

del Mar. Together with the senior citizens, the
amenity migrant population in 2002 may be
estimated at a total of 1,000 persons, about
8 % of the total population. Today this per-
centage may be as high as 20 %.

Today there are eleven parks in the Olmué area
with 21-50 pleasure lots each, one with 18 lots,
and two with 10 or 11 lots. In addition, there are
some parcelas in isolated locations and outside
a park, mostly along the main motorway. Fig-
ure 3 links the distribution of pleasure lot parks
with the locations of hotels (3 stars and more).
High standard hotels and the facilities they of-
fer are a main attraction for the amenity migrants
and a motive to settle nearby.

As there have not been any major changes in
the access to Maipo Valley (with the exception
of the metro line to Puente Alto), the situation
in 2002 allows quite a good estimate of today’s
conditions. In 2002, 1,804 persons commuted to
the metropolitan area of Santiago, most of them
to the city centre and the Barrios Altos (1,014
persons). This corresponds to 13.5 % of resi-

dents being commuters. Allowing for house-
wives and children, up to 30 % of the population
may be considered amenity migrants.

In Maipo Valley there are four residential parks
of pleasure lots with 63-95 lots each, two parks
with 28-62 lots, and three parks with 8-27 lots.
Here the location of pleasure lots coincides with
near-by high-quality hotels and restaurants only
in the north-western part (Fig. 4). The develop-
ment of some smaller parks is exclusively moti-
vated by the beauty of the landscape and the
ecological value of these places.

9.  Key Motivators and Facilitators

The main motivators for amenity migration men-
tioned by the interviewees were: quality of life,
micro-climate, absence of noise, safety and se-
curity, rural lifestyle, short travel times to desti-
nation and mountain scenery. As facilitators, the
following were mentioned: accessibility, IT pro-
vision, wealth, availability of land, reduced socio-
spatial rootedness and comfort amenities.

Traffic route
River
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Fig. 4 Hotels and pleasure lots in Maipo Valley 2008 (Cartography: K. Heinrich)
Hotels und „Spaßparzellen“ im Maipo-Tal 2008 (Kartographie: K. Heinrich)

Since the 1980s the Chilean real estate market is
predominantly supply-driven. The real estate agen-
cies succeeded not only with their aggressive
advertising of security, healthy environment and
a good leisure infrastructure in the new gated com-
munities, gated cities and pleasure lot parks, they
also launched a campaign on insecurity in the city,
supported by press and broadcasting reports on
crime, smog and pollution in the core area of the
city. It is not surprising that the real estate man-
agers among the interviewees followed this argu-
mentation and mentioned the many advantages
of the Olmué respectively Maipo region.

The mayors, looking for new opportunities to
enhance the progress of their communities,
agreed to this argumentation and showed their
interest in the development of new parks for new
citizens. They also mentioned the benefits of

improved accessibility to their communities,
both caused and intensified by in-migration.
Asked about problems of social coherence in
their communities they admitted the existence
of some problems of integration of the new
dwellers into active community life, but they
ranked the benefits for the municipality higher
than the inconveniencies which were perceived
as more or less normal problems of integration
in predominantly rurally structured areas. The
tourism managers and restaurant owners also
viewed the new tendencies rather positive,
mentioning the improvement of the image of the
areas and the increased purchasing power al-
located to the amenity migrant communities.

In accordance with this perspective, questions
of sustainability of the pleasure lots were not
raised and even denied in the interviews. The

Traffic route
River
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loss of farm land in a fertile region like Olmué was
not seen as a major problem. Up to the moment
there is no awareness of problems of water and
energy shortage which may emerge not only
with the new demands but also because of the
effects of global warming. Asked about long-time
economic consequences all interviewees were
convinced that amenity migration would stabi-
lise the economic basis of the communities,
which therefore do not suffer from problems of
rural exodus and rural marginalisation.

It can be assumed that the assessment of the
amenity migrants themselves, very much in line
with the real estate agencies, would not differ
from the stakeholders interviewed.

The larger framework can be seen as the advent
of a neoliberal doctrine and a retreat of the gov-
ernments from planning and legal control, along
with the readiness of farmers to sell their land,
made possible by a focus on new cash crops
that obtain good prices on the world market
and can be cultivated in green houses needing
less land. As globalisation has led to a stand-
ardisation of architecture in the metropolises,
individualistic lifestyles can now be realised
only in the countryside.

10.  Chilean Amenity/Lifestyle Migration –
A Complex Adaptive System?

In his paper published in this issue, McIntyre ar-
gues that lifestyle migration may be seen as an
adjustment to socio-economic developments in
urban agglomerations. He clearly restricts his in-
terpretation to the North-American realm. Never-
theless, it is interesting to see if his model, illus-
trated in Fig. 3 of his article (see p. 240 in this is-
sue), can be adapted to the Chilean case.

For a long time Olmué and Maipo Valley were ori-
entated to one or two industries: tourism and ag-
riculture. This created a strong dependency on

these activities. However, because of competition
from other tourist destinations in Chile and more
productive agricultural regions, both sectors
showed symptoms of a crisis. The shutdown of
some luxury hotels in Maipo valley may be seen
as an indicator as well as the relatively slow pop-
ulation growth in the 1960s and 1970s. Amenity
migration started even before the 1980s land divi-
sion act, but after the release of the act, develop-
ers could offer low-cost lots, rural idyll and natu-
ral amenities to people who wanted to escape the
pollution in metropolitan areas. The in-migration
of long-distance commuters, teleworkers, retirees,
second home owners and exurbanites meant a re-
organisation of space, in which amenity migration
pleasure lots became a dominant element. The
ensuing demand of the new dwellers for leisure
infrastructure, restaurants, local folklore and en-
vironmental infrastructure (protected areas, hik-
ing trails) led to a revival of tourism.

This is the phase the case study areas are cur-
rently experiencing. The next stage can only be
surmised. Rising land and construction prices,
increasing regulations, a compromised rural idyll
and an image conflict could lead to a phase of
destruction. In this respect McIntyre’s model –
with some modifications – can serve to better
understand the Chilean development.

The development in the case study regions must
be seen in the national and continental framework.
Not only in Chile but also in many other countries
of Latin America the rural exodus, which started
in the 1930s or – in other countries – in the 1950s
as a result of the opportunities of the ISI doctrine,
has come to an end (Parnreiter 2004, Borsdorf
2004). The large agglomerations have grown at
rates distinctly below the national average. Medium-
sized cities have been the winners (Borsdorf et al.
2009), and even some smaller municipalities show
an increasing rise of population. In Chile these
“demographic winners” are mostly located in
areas with good amenities, like Olmué and the
Maipo Valley. Other examples are the coastal and
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Coastal Range communities south of the Con-
cepción/Talcahuano agglomeration, the region of
Vichuquén Lake, some districts in the surroundings
of Linares, or the municipalities of the Lake District,
like Villarrica, Panguipulli, and Lican Ray. This
means that Olmué and San José del Maipo may
serve as examples for a process which can be ob-
served all over Chile (Plaza Chacón 2009) – and to
a certain degree all over Latin America, as Chaver-
ri 2006 and Otero et al. 2006 have demonstrated.
This is why a forum of scientists dealing with Latin
American amenity migration was installed in 2008
(http://migracionamenidadla.ning.com/).

11. Final Assessment

The developers and real estate agencies selling
the pleasure lots to amenity migrants can be re-
garded as principal actors in the globalisation
process which effects even remote areas like Ol-
mué and Maipo Valley. It may be a paradox that
they present arguments of sustainability when
they are criticised. The concept of sustainable re-
gional development demands that environmental
impacts, social coherence and economic growth
are evaluated in terms of the least negative effect
on future generations. To a certain degree the
arguments of the real estate agencies can be
agreed to. Chilean amenity migration has consid-
erable positive economic effects. It has created
jobs, it raises purchasing power in the target re-
gions and helps local commerce to exist and even
expand, and it increases municipal taxes. It also
helps remote regions to survive by improving their
image for tourism and for ever more immigrants.

However, there are considerable negative effects
for regional development. Urban planning by the
communities does not exist. The unregulated crea-
tion of residential parks affects not only the func-
tioning of local communities, but to an even great-
er degree the ecology and the natural environment
of the target regions. There is no vision for future
urban development. Soil sealing and land con-

sumption as well as disintegrated and disharmonic
urban structures must be seen as problematic in
the longer term. Social segregation accompanies
the process which does nothing to support so-
cial cohesion. Neither of the places studied makes
efforts to create social housing, in order not to
disturb the desire for exclusivity of the new mi-
grants. So in the long run, conflicts between lo-
cals and migrants may emerge. High costs of ur-
ban infrastructure are widespread. Condensed
urbanisation would help to save costs.

We conclude with an assessment of the op-
portunities and risks of amenity migration in
Chile. There are a number of opportunities:
The migrants help to sustain the local econo-
my and – because of their and the tourists’
demand – help keeping local customs and tra-
ditions alive. Amenity migration utilises the
tourist infrastructure and helps even to expand
it. In addition, it heightens the positive image
of the tourist region. The migrants contribute
to the municipal income and may improve gov-
ernance systems because of their higher edu-
cational level. Thus we find the paradox that
amenity migration itself is a product of glo-
balisation and growing wealth, but at the same
time it helps to fight globalisation by initiat-
ing sustainable factors for the local culture
and economy. These are important opportuni-
ties for the region and for future generations.

However, there are risks as well. Loss of valua-
ble agricultural land, consumption of fresh wa-
ter in a semi-arid environment, the costs of
permanent infrastructure, some of which is used
only seasonally, increased energy consumption,
soil sealing and the consumption of free space are
negative effects which especially concern the
ecosystem. Still, risks need not be seen just as
dangers, they may be regarded as opportunities,
too. If the potential hazards are recognized in time,
strategies to prevent them may be developed. One
can only hope that this will be done in Chile and
in the case study areas as soon as possible.
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Chile is an Andean country, but about 90 per cent
of its population is concentrated in Central Chile,
especially in the Central Valley between the
coastal and the Andean mountain ranges. The
current trend of amenity and lifestyle migration
could offer a new development impulse for the
deprived mountain regions, but this would re-
quire prospective planning and a development
policy orientated towards sustainability.
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Summary: Searching for Fresh Air, Tranquillity and
Rural Culture in the Mountains: A New Lifestyle
for Chileans?

Amenity migration towards regions of great envi-
ronmental and cultural assets is a relatively new
phenomenon in Chile. It was made possible through
an act passed in 1980 that permitted parcelling
farmland into lots of 5000 m². As a result, in the
Metropolitan Region of Santiago de Chile alone,

more than 38 km² of farmland were converted into
residential lots. From 1980 onwards this subdivi-
sion of land spread into more remote areas that had
been entirely rural or tourist areas. We explore this
phenomenon in terms of amenity migration in two
case study areas in the coastal mountain range and
in an Andean valley respectively. Both municipal-
ities have a pleasant climate, nature or national parks
and are characterised by original rural local cultures.
Both possessed a good tourist infrastructure from
the start. We analyse the distribution of the so-
called parcelas de agrado for amenity migrants
using precise mapping on the basis of GPS data,
flyovers and a GIS system. Data from official sta-
tistics form the basis for our mobility analysis;
expert interviews provide insights into the motives
for this migration. In this article we combine ap-
proaches from “classic” amenity migration litera-
ture (push-pull model, motivators, facilitators) with
the concept of lifestyle migration (complex adaptive
system) as presented by McIntyre to a comprehen-
sive assessment of the risks and opportunities for a
sustainable development of these rural areas associ-
ated with such new forms of mobility. The result is
twofold: On the one hand, the amenity migrants
improve the tourist image of these areas and give a
boost to previously declining tourist functions.
They improve local added value and strengthen the
economic potential of these areas. On the other
hand, amenity migration means the loss of some-
times valuable agricultural land. Water consumption
rises and water is scarce. New, cost-intensive infra-
structures for the provision of electricity, waste
disposal and traffic are needed. This will have im-
pacts on the fragile ecosystem of these mountain
regions. Social sustainability, too, is under threat as
the new residents have not integrated into their new
social environment. The main and as yet incalculable
risk, however, is the total lack of planning in the
designation of new lots for the migrants and in local
spatial planning. Chile is an Andean country but so
far 90 % of the population has been concentrated in
Central Chile, in the central valley between the coast-
al and the high-Andean mountain ranges. The trend
towards amenity and lifestyle migration could pro-
vide a development impulse for the hitherto disad-
vantaged mountain regions. A precondition for such
development is forward-thinking planning and the
willingness to implement it in terms of sustainability.
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Zusammenfassung: Auf der Suche nach reiner Luft,
Ruhe und ländlicher Kultur in den Bergen: Ein neuer
Lebensstil für Chilenen?

Amenity Migration, zu deutsch Wohlstandswan-
derung oder Lebensstilwanderung in Regionen mit
hohem Umwelt- und Kulturwert, ist in Chile ein
relativ neues Phänomen. Sie wurde durch ein 1980
erlassenes Gesetz ermöglicht, dass die Parzellie-
rung von bäuerlichem Eigentum bis 5000 m² erlaub-
te. In der Folge wurde allein in der Metropolregion
Santiago de Chile mehr als 38 km² Farmland in
Wohnparzellen überführt. Von 1980 an hat diese
Parzellierung aber auch entferntere, ehemals rein
ländliche und/oder touristische Regionen erfasst.
Am Beispiel von zwei Gemeinden, in der Küsten-
kordillere bzw. einem Andental gelegen, wird dieses
Phänomen unter dem Gesichtspunkt der Amenity
Migration untersucht. Beide Gemeinden besitzen
ein günstiges Klima, Natur- bzw. Nationalparks
und zeichnen sich durch eine jeweils originelle länd-
lich geprägte Lokalkultur aus und besaßen von
Beginn an eine gute touristische Infrastruktur. Auf
der Grundlage einer genauen Kartierung mit Hilfe
von GPS-Daten, Befliegungen und einem GIS-Sys-
tem wird die Verbreitung der so genannten parcelas
de agrado für Amenity-Migranten analysiert. Da-
ten der amtlichen Statistik bilden die Grundlage für
die Mobilitätsanalyse, Experteninterviews vermit-
teln ein Bild der Motivationsstruktur. In dem Bei-
trag werden Ansätze der „klassischen“ Amenity-
Migration-Literatur (push-pull-Modell, motivators,
facilitators) mit den von McIntyre in diesem Heft
dargelegten Konzepten der Lifestyle-Migration
(complex adaptive system) verbunden und einer
zusammenfassenden Bewertung dahingehend un-
terzogen, welche Risiken und Chancen für die nach-
haltige Entwicklung ländlicher Räume Chiles mit
dieser neuen Form der Mobilität verbunden sind.
Das Ergebnis ist bivalent: Auf der einen Seite ver-
bessern die Amenity-Migranten das touristische
Image und führen zu einer Aufwertung der zuvor
bereits im Niedergang begriffenen Tourismusfunk-
tion. Sie verbessern somit die regionale Wertschöp-
fung und stärken das wirtschaftliche Potential der
Räume. Auf der anderen Seite gehen (z.T. wertvol-
le) landwirtschaftliche Flächen verloren. Darüber
hinaus erhöht sich der Verbrauch an Wasser – einer
knappen Ressource –, und es müssen neue, kosten-

intensive Infrastrukturen für die Elektrizitätsver-
sorgung und die Entsorgung sowie den Wegebau
geschaffen werden. Dies beeinflusst das durchaus
fragile Ökosystem der Gebirgsregionen. Auch sozial
ist Nachhaltigkeit in Frage gestellt, da sich die Zu-
zügler derzeit noch nicht in die neue soziale Umge-
bung integrieren. Vor allem aber stellt die völlig
fehlende Planung bei der Ausweisung neuer Flächen
für die Migranten und die örtliche Raumordnung ein
noch nicht abschätzbares Risiko dar. Chile ist ein
Andenland – bislang konzentriert sich die Bevölke-
rung jedoch zu 90 % in Mittelchile und dort in der
zwischen den Strängen der Küsten- und der Hoch-
kordillere gelegenen Längssenke. Der Trend zur
Amenity- und Lifestyle-Migration könnte einen
Entwicklungsimpuls für die bislang benachteiligten
Gebirgsregionen bieten. Dies setzt aber voraus, dass
eine solche Entwicklung vorausschauend gelenkt
und unter den Gesichtspunkten einer nachhaltigen
Entwicklung gestaltet wird.

Resumé: À la recherche d’un air pur, de calme et
d’une culture rurale dans les montagnes: Un
nouveau style de vie pour les Chiliens?

L’Amenity Migration ou migration d’aménité, c’est-
à-dire la migration en vue d’un bien-être ou d’un style
de vie différent dans des régions où la valeur accordée
à l’environnement et les cultures occupe une place
prépondérante, est au Chili un phénomène relative-
ment récent. Une loi remontant à 1980, permettant
la parcellisation de propriétés paysannes de super-
ficie inférieure ou égale à 5000 m² a rendu possible
cette migration. En conséquence, dans la seule région
métropolitaine de Santiago du Chili, plus de 38 km²
de terres agricoles ont été transformées en zones
d’habitat. À partir de 1980 cette parcellisation s’est
aussi étendue à des régions plus éloignées, autrefois
seulement rurales ou touristiques. À travers les
exemples de deux communes, l’une située dans la
Cordillère de la Côte et l’autre dans la vallée des
Andes, ce phénomène est étudié sous l’aspect de la
migration d’aménité. Les deux communes ont un bon
climat, possèdent des parcs naturel ou nationaux, se
distinguent chacune par une importante culture loca-
le originelle, et ont depuis le début une bonne infra-
structure touristique. Sur la base d’une cartographie
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précise effectuée à l’aide de données GPS, de survols
et d’un système GIS, l’expansion de celles qu’on
appelle les « parcelas de agrado » pour les migrants
d’aménité sont analysées. Les données des statisti-
ques officielles constituent le fondement de l’analy-
se de la mobilité. Des entretiens menés avec des
experts donnent une image de la structure de la
motivation. Dans cet article, une approche de la
migration d’aménité « classique » (push-pull model,
motivators, facilitators) et le concept de la « life-
style migration » de McIntyre exposé dans ses écrits
(système adaptatif complexe) sont mis en relation et
soumis à une évaluation récapitulative posant la
question de savoir quels risques et chances pour le
développement durable sont liés à cette nouvelle
forme de mobilité dans les régions rurales du Chili.
Les résultats sont bivalents: D’un côté les migrants
d’aménité améliorent l’image touristique et déclen-
chent une réévaluation en hausse de la fonction
touristique auparavant en déclin. Ils améliorent ainsi
la création de richesses régionales et renforcent le
potentiel économique de la région. D’un autre côté,
des superficies agricoles (en partie de grande qualité)
disparaissent. De plus la consommation d’eau aug-
mente – une ressource juste – et de nouvelles infra-
structures à fort coûts doivent être aménagées en vue
de l’alimentation électrique, du traitement des dé-
chets et de la construction de routes. Cela influence
le fragile écosystème des régions montagneuses.
Même le côté social est également à mettre en
question au niveau de sa pérennité puisque les

nouveaux arrivés ne sont actuellement pas encore
intégrés dans leur nouvel environnement social. L’ab-
sence totale de planification concernant la déposses-
sion des terrains au profit des migrants et l’aména-
gement du territoire local représente surtout un
danger que l’on ne peut pas encore estimer.
Le Chili est un pays des Andes. Jusqu’à présent la
population s’est concentrée à 90 % dans la zone
centrale, dans la dépression longitudinale située
entre la Cordillère de la Côte et de la Haute Cordillè-
re. La tendance à une migration d’aménité et de style
de vie pourrait donner un essor au développement
des régions montagneuses jusque là délaissées. Ceci,
cependant, à condition qu’un tel développement
soit mené sous l’égide d’une stratégie prévisionnelle
et dans l’optique d’un développement durable.
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